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DISUTILITY CURVES FOR
O'HARE GROUND ACCESS STUDY

Introduction

This report shows the methods used in developing:

1. A disutility curve for transit station access cost by
each of four modes.

A. Walk Mode
B. Bus Mode
C. Drive and Park Mode
D. Driven Mode

2. A graph of mode split vs. distance from transit station
by each model.

3. A composite disutility curve for transit station access
cost for all modes.

These materials have been developed for Chicago's O'Hare Ground
Access Study being conducted by Alan M. Voorhees $ Associates,
Inc. to be used in determining the financial and ridership im-
pact of an extension of the CTA rapid transit line between Jeffer
son Park and O'Hare Airport on the northwest commuter line of the
Chicago and North Western Railway.
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I. Disutility Curves for Transit Station Access Cost

A. Walk Mode

The only parameter necessary in determining a dis-
utility curve for a person walking to the transit
station is his value of access time. This has been
shown to be 3$ per minute. Since it takes 20 minutes
to walk one mile, a commuter's value of access time
becomes 60< per mile.

Expressed as an equation:

Cw 60 * Dv

Where: Cw denotes cost of walking in t
Dw denotes distance walked in miles

B. Bus Mode

The disutility curve for the bus mode has five para-
meters.

1. The bus fare.
2. An inconvenience factor for headways longer than

10 minutes. This has been shown to be 1* per
minute.

3. The time cost of walking to the bus stop, shown
in the "Walk Mode*' to be 60 * D^.

4. The time cost of waiting for the bus, shown to be
3< per minute * one half the headway in minutes.
However, since few people wait longer than 5 min-
utes for the bus, this parameter has an upper limit
of 15*.

5. The time cost of traveling by bus, shown to be 3{
per minute * speed of bus (in minutes per mile) *

distance traveled by bus in miles.
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The equation for the disutility of the bus modes is:

Cb
= (F) + (H-10) * (60*DW ) + (3**s*H) + (3*S*Dt ) for 0<H<10

Cb = (F) + (H-10) (60*DW ) + (15) + (3*S*Dt ) for H>10

Where: C^, denotes cost by bus in $

F denotes fare in $

H denotes headway in minutes
Dw denotes distance walked in miles
Dt denotes distance traveled by bus in miles
S denotes speed of bus in minutes per mile

C. Drive and Park Mode

The disutility curve for this mode has four parameters.

1. A base cost of 45$.
2. Drive and park friction equal to one half the park-

ing lot cost plus the cost of walking to the station
from the lot at 6$ per minute.

3. An operating cost of 5$ per mile.
4. The time cost of driving to the station at 3$ per

minute and 20 miles per hour, or 9$ per mile.

The equation for the disutility of the drive and park
mode is:

Cdp = 45 + Fr 14*Dt

Where: C^p denotes cost of drive and park in $

Fr denotes drive and park friction in $

Dt denotes distance to the station in miles

D. Driven Mode

The disutility curve for the driven mode has 4 parameters

1. A base cost of 20$.
2. An inconvenience factor of 15$ for the driver.
3. An operating cost of 10$ per mile one way (this

accounts for the round trip)

.

4. The time cost of driving to the station equal to 21<£

per mile one way.
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The equation for this mode is:

Cd « 35 31*Dt

Where: Cd denotes cost of driven mode in t

Dt denotes distance traveled one way in miles

>
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II. Mode Split vs. Distance From Station

A. Percent Walk Mode

Step 1: up to h mile from the station

% WALK = 100

Step 2: from h to \ mile from the station

% WALK = (1 - (G/(l+G))) * 100

Where: G = exp. (S*.0692-B*.0900-F*. 0257-1. 3565)

and: S denotes distance to station in hundreds of
feet
B denotes distance to bus stop in hundreds
of feet
F denotes bus fare in cents

Step 3: extrapolate so that the % WALK reaches zero
near lh miles from the station

B. Percent Bus Mode

Step 1: up to h mile from the station

% BUS =

Step 2: from % to 3/4 mile from the station

% BUS = (G/(l+G)) * 100

Where: G = exp. (S*.0692-B*.0900-F* .0257-1 . 3565)
and: S denotes distance to station in hundreds of

feet
B denotes distance to bus stop in hundreds
of feet
F denotes bus fare in cents
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Step 3: from 1 to 3% miles from the station

t BUS - (G/(l+G)) * 100

Where: G * exp. (S*.0024-B*.0452-F*.0300-H*. 0005+1. 6692)

for a station with a parking lot

or where: G = exp. (S*.0024-B*.0452-F*.0300-H*. 0005+1. 3885)

for a station without a parking lot

Where: S denotes distance to station in hundreds of feet
B denotes distance to bus stop in hundreds of feet
F denotes bus fare in cents
H denotes headway in seconds

Step 4: extrapolate between these two curves so that
the resultant curve is smooth and continuous
and does not "peak" during the transition.

C. Percent Drive and Park Mode

Step 1: up to !j mile from station

I DRIVE $ PARK =

Step 2: from % to ZH miles from station

% DRIVE 5 PARK = (100-%WALK-%BUS) * (P/100)

Where: P * % DRIVE £ PARK obtained from Figure 1
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D. Percent Driven Mode

Step 1: up to h mile from station

% DRIVEN =

i ;/

Step 2: from h mile to Zh miles from station

% DRIVEN = 100 - % WALK - % BUS - % DRIVE § PARK





III. A Composite Disutility Curve

A composite disutility curve can be developed by combining
the mode access cost with the percent mode split, developed
in Part I and Part II of this report, by using the follow-
ing formula at any distance from the station.

Dc » (* WALK *Cw +IBUS*Cb + * DRIVE § PARK * Cdp + % DRIVEN * C^) -4-100

Where: Dc denotes the composite disutility
Cy denotes cost by walking mode

0, denotes cost by bus mode
C^p denotes cost by drive and park mode
Cd denotes cost by driven mode

Example

The methods derived in Part I and Part II of this report
have been used to develop Figure 2 and Figure 3 using the
following parameters:

1. Bus fare = 10*
2. Headway = 10 min.
3. Distance to bus stop = 1000 feet
4. Drive and park friction = 25$
5. Bus speed = 10 m.p.h. (6 min. /mile)
6. With a parking lot
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